2019-2020 HAAS SCHOLARS FACULTY MENTOR CONTRACT

Applicant name:

Faculty mentor name:

Faculty mentor title and department:

Which stipend option are you choosing (stipend or non-stipend)?

If stipend, which stipend option do you prefer ($1500 for faculty research, $3,000 for student fellowships, or $3,000 for library collection development)?

Which department or unit will administer these funds?

Name of budget officer for this administrative unit:

By answering "yes" below, I agree to fulfill the obligations described on the Haas Scholars mentor commitments page, http://hsp.berkeley.edu/faculty-mentor-commitments including

• thorough mentoring of the Haas Scholar I am sponsoring, and
• attending the 4 events listed for the stipend option:
  1) Present at one workshop during the Haas Scholars Retreat (May 27-May 31, 2019 at a venue near campus);
  2) Attend one meeting, when your advisee presents, of the weekly Friday 2:00-4:00 Haas Scholars research seminar during the Fall semester;
  3) Attend one panel rehearsal (prior to the Winter Conference) in December 2019, usually in RRR week; and
  4) Attend your advisee’s panel at the Winter Undergraduate Research Conference, scheduled for January 16-17, 2020; you may also be asked to chair this panel.

OR

• thorough mentoring of the Haas Scholar I am sponsoring, and
• attending the 2 events listed for the non-stipend option:
  1) Attend one meeting, when your advisee presents, of the weekly Friday 2:00-4:00 Haas Scholars research seminar during the Fall semester;
  2) Attend your advisee’s panel at the Winter Undergraduate Research Conference, scheduled for January 16-17, 2020; you may also be asked to chair this panel.

Do you agree to the specified commitments?